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Introduction & Purpose
This document is designed to support your learning after attending or
watching the recording of Ento Fundamentals webinar “Introduction to
Rostering,” which was broadcast live on Wednesday 5th October, 12pm
(AEST). It is not intended to be a stand alone guide.

Learning Intentions
The objective of the webinar and this learning guide is to support you to be
able to adapt to unexpected circumstances effectively, by using:

1. The Fill-In Finder to offer shifts to your workforce and
2. Bulk roster actions to make changes to multiple shifts at once.

The opportunity
While sectors of the economy are recovering strongly from the disruption of
the COVID-19 pandemic, absences due to illness continue to impact
business more than usual. There is opportunity to gain a competitive
advantage, by responding more effectively to unplanned roster changes
than others.
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Tips for Responding to Unexpected Events

1. For finding workers at late notice, the Fill-in FInder is your best bet.
Offer your shift to all available and qualified staff, without making a
single phone call.

2. Multiple new shifts for the same time and role to fill? Add a Group of
Shifts and send out offers via the Fill-in FInder to find multiple people
fast.

3. Workers not receiving Fill-In shift offers? Check staff notifications are
enabled via Settings > Staff Permissions > Edit > Notification Centre >
Rostering > Fill-ins. You may need your Superuser to check this if you
don’t have access to the Settings menu.

4. Want to check exactly what was sent to whom? Head to Core HR >
Communications > Outgoing messages to see a log of the
notifications sent to staff.

5. Have a group of staff that you’d like to give the first option to work
extra shifts? Enable shift pick-ups in Staff Permissions to allow them
to offer to work any unassigned shift on a published roster. Use
Communications to send a prompt when new shifts are available.

6. Have a staff member away all week and already know who will take
their shifts? Use Bulk re-assign to change the staff member in one go.

7. Staff member resigned, but hasn’t been deactivated by your Payroll/
HR team in Ento, because their final pay isn’t done yet? Bulk delete
their future assigned shifts. You can do this in one go by entering the
date range that covers all your future dated rosters in the Bulk delete
page.
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Suggested Learning Activities
The best way to learn and retain new knowledge and skills is to use it!

Have a go at:

1. Offering a shift to staff via the Fill-In Finder
2. Creating a Group of Shifts.
3. Use Bulk roster actions to re-assign, delete or copy shifts next time you

have multiple shifts to amend.
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